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1 Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.

1. Athletes have to keep healthy / fit.
1. Your ankle / elbow is in the middle of your arm.
2. You use the oven / sink for cooking food in.
3. Lots of people wear pyjamas / a track suit in bed.
4. You plug most things into your computer using a joystick / USB port.
5. I usually go / have swimming two or three times a week because I love it so much.
6. If you have hay fever / the flu, your nose runs because of plants and flowers.
7. I prefer living in a bright / modern house to living in an old one.
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2. Choose the correct option, A, B or C.

0 I’m careful when it’s sunny – my ___ burns very easily. 
A skin B hair C lips
1. Jenny ___ her knee when she was playing tennis. 

A fell B coughed C twisted
0. I ___ my video with other people on YouTube.

A shared B downloaded C clicked
0. The bathroom’s lovely – it even has a ___.

A fridge B bidet C fireplace
0. Kirsten wants to become a professional ___ dancer.

A comic B ballet C singer
0. I love getting up really ___ when no one else is awake.
A soon B quickly C early
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4  Complete the sentences using the correct form of the verbs in brackets. Use contractions where
possible.

1. I 0was having (have) a shower when the phone 00rang (ring).
2. We 1                    (watch) TV when the lights 2                   (go) out.
3. Look at John! He 3                    (wear) a woolly hat and it’s really warm today.
4. Jade always 4                   (play) football on Wednesday afternoons.
5. Where 5                   (go) when you

6                    (have) the accident?
6. I 7                   (not listen) to him – what

8                    (say)?
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4. Complete the sentences with the words and expressions in the box. There are seven extra
words/expressions.

many must happily don’t have to 
happy to take How many How much

taking have to didn’t look wasn’t looking

shocking mustn’t shocked How often

1. There aren’t   many  sweets left in the bag – only two or three.
2. I forgot                                      the dog for a walk this morning.
3. You                    play football near these windows – you’ll break them!
4.                                     salad do you think we’ll need to make for the party tomorrow?
5. Laura sang                                     all the way home from school – it was the start of the summer

holiday!
6. I                                     where I was going and fell over our next-door-neighbour’s dog!
7. My aunt Ruby bought me a new smartphone for my birthday – I was                                     !
8.                                     hours a week does your big brother                                     work at your dad’s

shop? 
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5.  Choose the correct options, A, B or C, to complete the text.

0 A was B were C went
1 A were running B was running C ran

2 A were stopping B was
stopping C stopped

3 A cut B cutted C was
cutting

4 A must B have to C had to
5 A don’t have to B can’t C didn’t
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